SCREEN

Sparrow Screen
Internal
Internal Sparrow Screen is a highly modern form of sun visor. It
provides a number of advantages for instance a high UV protection.
While being in highly darkened room you can still look out the window.
This benefit guarantees sense of privacy and security. Moreover, the
internal high quality Screen looks exclusively and is sun resistant.
You can assembly Screen in two variants. The first is mounting Screen
in the box and controlling it by electric power. The second option is SMotion System - the innovative method of rolling the roller blind
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S-Motion system
S-Motion System is a spring mechanism which provides easy and fast
use. It helps you to adjust the roller blind by pulling it. If you want to
hide the roller blind, click the bottom beam and it rolls to the top. It is
the safest solution especially for children – without the chain is less
dangerous.

S Motion System can be used in Screens to a maximum
size of 2,20m x 2,50m.
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Screen blinds
& Smart Blinds
Cassette roller blinds with screen material work perfectly with Smart
Blinds motors. The uniform movement of the motor positively
influences the service life of the mechanisms used in the roller
shutters. The combination of the motor with the roller shutter makes
our cover complete and functional.

Cassette blinds
Cassette systems available with screen materials:
B7
B27
B50
All systems are available in any color configuration.
You can choose any element of the blind: cassettes, side panels,
guides, bottom beams.

The B7 system is a fabric roller blind in an aluminum cassette with a round profile, with side guides and a chain mechanism. The B7
system roller blind is available in four colors: white, brown, silver and black. The structure of the system does not cover the light of the
glass, which enables its installation in all types of windows and doors. The roller blind is installed by sticking the cassette and guides
with a reinforced foam tape, on which the roller blind is successfully held. Clips can be used with uneven surfaces.
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The roller blind in the B27 system is a universal and solid structure designed to cover large surfaces, using various types of
fabrics. The system consists of a rounded aluminum cassette and a chain mechanism or motor. The special shape of the
cassette allows it to be attached to the ceiling as well as to the wall with clips.
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The B50 system is an exclusive high-quality system designed to cover large surfaces with various types of fabrics. The system is
controlled by a chain mechanism and has a two-piece aluminum cassette (the rear part can be used alone as a mounting rail, and
in combination with the front part it forms a square profile cassette). The assembly of the system consists in fixing the cassette
with clips.

Fabric
The material used in Screen roller blinds is made of high quality
polyester and polyvinyl chloride. Thanks to unique technique of
fabric’s weave the roller blind has transparent characteristics. We
offer Screens with 1%, 3% or 5% translucency provided that 1% is the
thickest weave and 5% the least thick. The best solution of this
material is 95%-99% UV protection which guarantees maintaining
optimal temperature indoor, protects the products not to be
insolated, cares about your eyesight and ensures the best visual
comfort.

Translucency
The translucency of the fabric guarantees an
appropriate degree of opening of the roller blind to
the sun's rays. Depending on its density, it has an
impact on UV protection and the clarity of the view
outside the window. It is perfect for all types of
rooms, both for private and business users, e.g.
restaurants, shop windows or doctor's offices.
1% Maximum shade level
3% Indirect degree of light transmission
5% Low shade
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SCREEN
FABRIC CATALOG

Collection BSC "I" 5%
BSC-101-05

BSC-102-05

BSC-103-05

Fabric composition
Weight
Fabric thickness
Yarn count

BSC-105-05

30%PES, 70% PVC
520 g/m2 +/- 5%
0,75 mm +/- 5%
36x36

BSC-106-05

UV blockage
Openness factor
Fire certificate

BSC-110-05

95%
5%
Polish, NFPA 701

BSC-111-05

Collection BSC "II" 5%
BSC-201-05

BSC-202-05

BSC-203-05

Fabric composition
Weight
Fabric thickness
Yarn count

BSC-205-05

30%PES, 70% PVC
410 g/m2 +/- 5%
0,55 mm +/- 5%
48x46

BSC-206-05

UV blockage
Openness factor
Fire certificate

BSC-210-05

95%
5%
Polish, NFPA 701

BSC-211-05

Collection BSC "III" 5%
BSC-301-05

Fabric composition
Weight
Fabric thickness
Yarn count

BSC-302-05

30%PES, 70% PVC
428 g/m2 +/- 5%
0,73 mm +/- 5%
48x46

BSC-303-05

UV blockage
Openness factor
Fire certificate

95%
5%
Polish, NFPA 701

BSC-304-05

Collection BSC "IV" 5%
BSC-401-05

Fabric composition 18% PES, 66% PVC, 16% L
Weight
375 g/m2 +/- 5%
Fabric thickness
0,55 mm +/-5%
Yarn count
48x46

BSC-402-05

BSC-405-05

UV blockage
Openness factor
Fire certificate

95%
5%
Polish, NFPA 701

BSC-407-05

Collection BSC "V" 5%
BSC-501-05

BSC-502-05

Fabric composition
Weight
Fabric thickness
Yarn count

25%PES, 75% PVC
305 g/m2 +/- 5%
0,39 mm +/- 5%
64x64

UV blockage
Openness factor
Fire certificate

95%
5%
NFPA 701

BSC-503-05 BSC-504-05 BSC-505-05

Collection BSC "II" 1%
BSC-201-01

BSC-202-01

BSC-203-01

Fabric composition
Weight
Fabric thickness
Yarn count

BSC-205-01

30% PES, 70% PVC
470 g/m2 +/- 5%
0,75 mm +/-5%
64x40

BSC-206-01

UV blockage
Openness factor
Fire certificate

BSC-210-01

99%
1%
Polish, NFPA 701

BSC-211-01

Collection BSC "II" 3%
BSC-201-03

BSC-202-03

BSC-203-03

Fabric composition
Weight
Fabric thickness
Yarn count

BSC-205-03

30% PES, 70% PVC
440 g/m2 +/- 5%
0,65 mm +/-5%
54x44

BSC-206-03

UV blockage
Openness factor
Fire certificate

BSC-210-03

97%
3%
Polish, NFPA 701

BSC-211-03
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